Wireless mesh radio alarm
transmission for reliable, fast,
and secure delivery of critical
event signals

Security Solutions for
Your Home & Business

Fast, faster
A ﬁre can double in size and intensity

Your alarm system is only as reliable as its

every 30 seconds.

ability to transmit alarm signals to the Central
Monitoring Station.
Don’t trust your home or business to outdated

the choice is clear for life safety and security.

alarm transmission systems that are slow,

More and more businesses are bypassing legacy

can fail, or be rendered inoperative when

Mesh Radio
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they are needed most.

Patented mesh radio technology provides the

communications while most people are moving

quickest response time possible. Alarm signals

away from reliance on landlines in their homes.

are delivered in just 1-3 seconds.

most reliable and fastest method available in the

Our private networks are owned and operated

security industry for alarm transmission.

by us without reliance on public service
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Protecting your most precious assets

telephone networks in favor of leading edge alarm

Advanced wireless mesh radio technology is the

Each Smart
Subscriber has
multiple unique
RF paths

Customer’s Premise

When seconds count and lives depend on it,

providers. With mesh radio technology, you
can eliminate phone lines and save on monthly
telecommunication fees. Smart routing oﬀers high
reliability and signiﬁcantly faster signal transmission
speed, giving you total security for peace of mind.

Reliable, better
Our private networks are built with patented
mesh radio technology—proven to withstand
even the most challenging conditions such as
earthquakes, ﬂoods, hurricanes, super storms,
and wild ﬁres.

Proven mesh radio technology
The Top 8 Reasons why installers and ﬁrst

Losses from a ﬁre or burglary
can be devastating to
your family or business

AES monitoring solutions are more costeﬀective, more reliable, and trigger an
alarm faster than traditional monitoring.

Protect your home or oﬃce with our secure

Fires double in size every 30 seconds,
can your business aﬀord to wait for an
alarm to sound?

responders rely on wireless alarm transmission
for critical event alarm monitoring:

wireless alarm communications network
dedicated to alarm monitoring.

1.

Highest Reliability

When other alarm communication alternatives

2.

Fastest Transmission Speed

fail during power outages, mesh radio signals

3.

NFPA Compliant and UL Listed

monitoring solutions and how to keep your

4.

Multiple Path Smart Routing

loved ones safe.

5.

Radio Technology Will Never Sunset

6.

Owner Operated and Controlled

7.

Easy to Install and Manage

8.

Over 100,000 new installations deployed

keep systems up and running with no telephone
service, cabling, or generators needed.

Contact us today to learn more about alarm

www.abcoﬁre.com/contact-us
AES-IntelliNet® is a registered trademark
of AES Corporation

